
M A N U F A C T U R I N G



Coherence with company standards

visual analysis 
The beans must meet the required quality standards in terms of colour, size, and overall

appearance. They must be whole, with a consistent colour and an even surface.

olfactory analysis

When the raw coffee arrives, the beans undergo an olfactory analysis to verify that the product

has not been contaminated during transit. If necessary, the beans are polished and re-examined,

as this process enables the tester to perceive all the qualities of the raw coffee.

taste test 

The samples are roasted in a specifically designed mini-roasting machine to check that the lot has

the required taste; in this phase we evaluate the real taste that the product is capable of

providing, which must be a perfect match for our blends

after-taste and persistence

Having evaluated the taste, we then analyse the after-taste, which must be pleasant and not

accompanied by confusing flavours such as hints of chocolate or liquorice, or by acidic or bitter

undertones; the test ends by assessing the persistence. Indeed, the taste of our coffee must

remain pleasantly in the mouth for several moments.

The Ottobono blends are still produced today with great faith in and loyalty towards the production standards set in place 70 years

ago by Alfredo Bonomi, which envisage a few very strict rules for selecting the coffees used in the Company’s products:



The processing phases (roasting)
For us, roasting- here performed by conduction - is an art and it is one of the aspects that 

distinguishes Ottobono from other more commercial companies. Indeed, we use the most 

traditional roasting method, and roast each type of coffee according to its origin. Each type of 

bean is roasted for a different period of time until it reaches a level that can guarantee the “best 

in-cup result”.

The roasting machine we use, a “Petroncini“, dates back to the 1950s. 

Our roasting system involves reaching a maximum temperature of 200° but only for a few 

seconds. This way, the volatile acidic parts of the beans are removed and the virtuous parts are 

preserved, so achieving the optimum balance between taste and aroma.

When checking the product, we rely on the expertise of a specialised team of roasters.  Just like 

the “noses” who work for perfume manufacturers, our roasters have an exceptional sensitivity 

to scent which makes them capable of determining when exactly the right level of roasting has 

been reached for each lot of beans. 

We do rely on technology for one, essential, part of the process: the device that maintains the 

temperature in the roasting machine constant. This ensures that the temperature does not 

undergo sudden changes that could compromise this delicate phase of the production process.



The processing phases (maturing)

Maturing: once roasted, the coffee is left to “rest” in 

appropriate sacks, in an environment with controlled 

temperature and humidity levels, enabling the essential oils 

contained in the beans to emerge naturally, developing aroma 

and creaminess. When the bean becomes shiny and 

characteristically turns the colour known as “a saio di frate” 

(monk’s habit), it is ready to move on to the next phase.

The end result of this process is a refined combination of soft, 

sweet flavours and aromas for the most demanding, 

sophisticated palates.



Packing: coffee is a “live” element that can vary enormously from year to year 

and plantation to plantation. To ensure a consistent taste profile, different types 

of coffee from different regions are blended to maintain a similar aroma in the 

long-term. Using several varieties of coffee allows us to keep the various 

aromatic changes under control more than we would be able to do using mono-

origin beans.

As soon as the various types of coffee are ready, they are packaged extremely 

quickly to preserve their aromas and scents and prevent them from absorbing 

other odours.

Our packaging has been designed to protect the quality of our products: on the 

outside it is made of paper, while inside it is lined with micro-perforated 

aluminium foil to keep the product ventilated and prevent it from coming into 

contact with fermented gases.

For the capsules, we have chosen a modified atmosphere packaging format to 

ensure the taste is preserved for as long as possible.

The processing phases (packing)
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